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Let/3(G) be the maximal/3 such that for any edge xy of G there is an ir~dependent td-set hat 
contains no nmghbours of x and y. Then O<~(3(G)<~(G) - 1 and G is ,inecritical itt /3IGI 
cdGt -  1. We determine the minimal connected graphs for any given /dtG) or for any given 
/3~G~ and a(G). We study the case when ~(G)~o~(G)-2  and give upper bounds for the 
minimal valencies. We generalize some results on ~inecritical graphs of [1] and [4]. 
0. Introduction, notations 
In this paper graph always means finite, undirected graph without loops or 
multiple edges. If G is a graph, V(G), U(G) denotes its vertex- and edge-set 
resp., v(x) denotes the valency of the vertex x. a (G)  is the maximum size of an 
independent set in G (with respect o connectedness). If A, X are any subsets of 
V(G), then X(A) denotes the set of neighbours of A in X. If X = V(G) then we 
simply write V(A) instead of V(G)(A). So v(x)=lV({x}) I A graph is called 
linecritical iff for any edge e in G it holds: a(G-e)>~t(G). If given a natural 
number a and for a linecritical graph G we have c~(G)=a,  then G ts called 
a-critical. If moreover G has no isolated vertices then G is called strongly 
a-critical. 
In this paper we generalize in a certain sense the concept of linecritical graphs. 
qhe following definition will be essential in doing so: 
1.1. Definit.~on. Let G be any graph. If G has no edges then we put /3(Gt= 
IV (G) I -  1. if G has some edges, then we denote by /3(G) the maximal /3 ,uch 
that for any edge xy there is an independent set /~y of G in V(G)- V({x, )'}~ with 
[3 vertices. 
In other words: there is a set I of/3 + 2 vertices to all edges xy of G ~;uch thal 
the only edge spanned by 1 in G is xy. It is clear that 
0<~/3(G)~c~(G~- 1, 
and /3(G)= ~(G) -1  iff G is linecritical. 
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In studying the linecritical graphs the followlng classification is essential: 
F~o,, ={G: G is connected, linecritieal, IV (G) I -2a(G)  -- 8}. 
We now define a larger class thet will be essential in our investigations 
J~.,,~ ={G: G is connected, ~8(G) -~a(G) -2 ,  [V (G) J -2 (C I (G)+ 1)=8}. 
Clearly 
aL° , ,  =, r~, ..... 
We mention, that we consider the graph ol one point to be non-connected. 
One of the most important problems in studying the linecritical graphs is to get 
upper bouads for the minimal and maximal degrees. Here we list some known 
results in connection with this problem: 
1.2. (i) [2]. I f  G is linecriticat and has no isolated vertex, the~ V(G)~ 2a(G) .  I f  
IV(G)] = 2a(G), then G has~is a 1-¢hetor. 
(ii) [3]. l[ G is in l'a~¢ ..... then the max imum calency in G is not greater than ~ + I. 
(iii) [4, 6]. I]" (3 is in l'~,,.n, , is an independent s~t, x is in I, then 
7"(x)<~lw(1)[-I l l+ 1. 
(iv) I l l .  I f  G is in I'~o ..... then either G = K 4 or the min imum valency is not greater 
than 2. 
(v) [611. If 6 >1 2, and G is in l'~, .... then G has at most t5 + 2 vertices with z~alency 
~+ 1. I] G~ K~.  then it has a vertex with volency not greater than 8. 
(vi) [4]. l[ G is in /'2, ..... tho.~ G contains some ,)ertices xl . . . . .  x,,, such that 
m <2 s~: and E(G)  consists o]" mutuat ly internally disjoint odd paths connecting 
them, and ,,7o 2 paths connectin:.{ the same 2 tertices. 
In Sectior, 2 we prove a general result which is in some respect similar to (iii) 
and we show that (i) is a simple consequence of it. In the remaining par~ of the 
paper we get upper bounds for tl-.e minimal valency of any graph (} in t~,,.. For 
<~ 3 we give the exact upper bound and a generalization of the second part of 
(iv) m~d (v) resp. We show by an example, that the tirst part of (v) and aiso (ii) fail 
to hoid for the larger class J2,,,.,: namely we con~;truct arbitrarily ',arge graphs in 
3~, .... with almost all vertices having an arbitrarily large valency. Of course the 
construction can be repeated in any ../~ .... with 8 > 2. On the other hand we show 
that m spite of this the minimal valency of Ge3~o,°  does have an upper be,::,d 
depending only on 6. 
2. General results 
We begin ~ith the following definition: 
2.1. Definition. Let k ~2.  Suppose G has the following properties: 
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(i) G is a tree, 
(ii) V(G) can be split into 2 disjoint independent subsets A and B such that 
[B] = (]A I - 1)/(k - 1), and 
(iii) the valency of every vertex of B is e×acfiy k. 
Then we call G a k-regular tree. Clearly A, B are unique. We call B the: [o~o~4red 
set. 
2.2. "]theorem. I,el G be a connected graph; then 
(i) [V(G)I>~(G)+[2~/-18(G)]+ 2, 
Equality holds for t8 >i 1, iff G is a [',/~] + l-regular tree, a(G) =/3 + 1 +[,Jl3] and 
18(G)= 18. 
(ii) I f18(G)<~e(G)-2,  then 
cdG) -  1 
IV(G)l ~(G) -~ 
a(G) -  18(G)- 1 " 
Equality holds i~[ G is an a(G.,-~(G)-regular t ee. 
(iii) Let 18~min(a(G) -2 ,  18(G)), let A be an independent set. Then 
IVtA)I>~(IAI - 1) / (a (G) -18-  1j. 
Equality holds if[ G is an a(G)--18-regular t ee, and V(G) -A  is its .fut, oured set 
7hen 18(G) = 18. 
P¢oof. (iii) =), (ii) ~ (i) is trivial. So we only have to prove (iii). Let I, = a(G)--~. 
Then k/>2. Let Ao be any independent set of G, which has at most (tA~,I- I)/ 
(k -1 )  neighbours. Let A a minimal non-empty subset of Ao which has at 
most ( In [ -1 ) / (k -1 )  neighbours. Since every vertex has neighbours in G, so 
( tA I -  l)/(k - 1 )~ 1 and Inl~>2. We also have 
[V(A)t = ( IA I -  1 ) / (k -  II, 
because A is minimal and it has at least 2 points. We want to prove. ~hat A = A,,. 
furtheron ALl V (A)= V(G) and that G is a k-regular tree. We pat B= V(A). 
Our first claim is the following: if B' is a proper non-empty subset of B. then B' 
has at least IB'I(K - 1)+ 1 neignbours in A. Let A' be the set of neighbours of B' 
in A. Then the set A -A '  has all its neighbours in B -B ' .  So either A -A '  is 
empty in which case we are done, or A -  A' i~ a proper non-empty subset of A. 
But then using the minimality of A we get 
V(A_A, )~ IA I - tA ' t  iA I - I  IA ' ] - I  tA ' I - I  
k- I  =-k -~ k-~ -IBI k -1  
But V(A) -A 'cB-B ' ,  so we have 
IBI-IB'I~iBI-(IA'I- 1)/(k- l,, 
i.e, IA'I>~tB't (h - 1)+ 1 as we wanted. 
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Now let Go be t~e following subgraph of G: the vertex set of Go is A ~/3, the 
edges ef Go are those edges of G whi,:h connect vertices of A and B. 
It is immediate that for O<~l'~-,k-2 the independent IA i - / - se ts  of Go are 
exactly those contained in A. 
Us, ing this fact and the connectedness of G, wc prove G.  :- G. Let namely ,c  bc 
an edge of G, u e B and v¢~ A. There is a set F" with /3 + 2 vertices which span no 
other edge but uv in G. F f " I (V (G) -A -B)  i's independznt, so it has at most 
a(G) - IA I=a(G-A-B)  vertices. So FN(AUB)  must have at least /3+2-  
a(G)+[A I vertices. Thus the set FN(AUB) ,  "vhich is an independent set of 
G-  tw, and so an independent set of G,, has IA I -k  4-2 vertices and has at least 
one vertex in R. This contradicts the above fact. 
Thus we proved that B is independent and /3 is connected to no vertes of 
(3 -A  in G. So A U/3 spans a connected component of G, and consequently 
VIG) = A U B must hold since G is connected. So we get G = G.. It atso follows 
that A = Ao. so the inequality of (iii) is already proved. To finish the proof we 
only have to show that G = G~, is a k-regular tree. We already know, that 
(al G is connected, 
(b) V(G) can be split into 2 disjoint independent subsets A, B so that 1/3[-- 
( IA I -  l)/(k - 11. 
Once we proved ,nat all the vertices of B have valency exactly k, we are done, 
bccad~;c then O has 
IAI -1 IA i -  i 
till k :- ~-7 -  J~ = l ,~ l -1+ k_~ =lAl+l/31-- i  
edges, and is connected, so it is a tree. 
To prove that all x e B has valency k, we know that ]V(/3')] _~ t/3'[ I k - 1) + 1 for 
all non-empty subsets of B. Putting B' = {x~ we get, [V({x})l ~ k. i.e. the valency of 
x is at least k. Let a be a ncighbour of x lyinl:, in A. Then we know that G-  a has 
the following property: every subset B' of B has at least [B' I (k -- 1) neighbours in 
A- -a .  Now we use the following simple ge~eralization of the K(Snig-Hall 
theorem, that can be proved by multiplying /-times all the vertices of B: 
2.3. Lemena. If H is a bipartite grqph such that A, B are its 2 indepe:rdent classes, 
and [V(/3')[~>iB'I I re; all B' c B, then A D_ U'a< ~ A, st~ch that the A ,s  are pairwise 
disjoint, and 
(i) IA,[>~I for all i, 
(ii) V(b , )~A,  fo ra l l i ,  and B={b, :  I~_i~_iBI}. 
Using this lcmma for H = G-  a and l = k -  1, we get such a partition of A -a  
with IA, l=:k 1. Wc may assume x=b~.  Then we prove V(bl )=A~U{a} in G. 
Clearly V(b~)~ A IU {a}. Suppose b~ is connected to some other a'  in A -  A~-  a. 
Then there must be a set F with f3 q 2 vertices which spans no other edge but 
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bla'. Then ~,cF  and (A~U{a})nF: On the other hand 
Ff l ( (b b , )U(A-A , -a ) )=Fn(~Q ({b,}UA,)) 
and this set is independent  in G, so it has at most ]Ui~_2 A,[ = [A i -  k vert ices So 
F has at most ]AI - k + I ~ o~(G)-  k + 1 =/3 + 1 vertices, which is a contradictiom 
This proves our last claim. 
2.4. Now we deduce the theorem of [7] ment ioned in t.2 (i) from (iii). To do this 
we may clearly restrict ourselves to connected linecritical graphs with at least 2 
vertices. Let G be such a graph with a(G) = a, and let A be an)  independent set 
of it with a vertices. We show, that ]V(A')t>~IA' I for any A 'c  A. By the 
K6nig-Hal l  theorem this clearly proves 1.2 (i). So let A 'c  A. If we put /3 = a.--2 
in (iii), we get [V(A')I>itA'I or otherwise G is a 2-regular tree. But a 2-regular 
tree can be linecritical only in the degenerated case. when it is a single vertex. 
However  this possibility was ruled out. [ ]  
3. Some lemmas on linecritical graphs 
if G is any graph, a minimal spanning subgraph of it having the same maximum 
independence number  will be linecritical. But in most cases it will contain isolated 
vertices. The question, when G will have a strongly a(G)-crit ical spanning 
subgraph was answered in [7] where it was proved: 
3.1. Theorem.  The following 3 statements are equivalent: 
(i) G has a strongly a(G)-critical spanning subgraph. 
(ii) Every independent set A of G has at least [AI neighbours. 
(iii) If A is an independent set which i~ contained in every independent ~((;) -set  
~f G, then A has at least ]A[ neighbours. 
As it is wel l -known, (ii) implies that G has a spanning subgraph G.  such that 
G~, is the sum of mutual!y disjoint edges and odd circuits. Such a spanning 
subgraph is clearly strongly a-crit ical for some a, but a >a(G)  may occur, as it is 
the case when G = K4 so ~[heorem 3.1 is not in direct connection with Hie 
existence of an f-factor.  However  it shows, that it is sufliciem for a graph ~o fulfill 
the weaker condit ion (iii) to have an f-factor.  
3.2. Lemma.  Suppose G~A~,~o for some 6>~2. Then G has a stro~gly c~tG) 
critical spanning subgraph. 
ProoL We verify condit ion (ii) of 3,1: Suppose A is an independent  5e: of G. We 
can use 2.2 (iii) with /3 = a (G) -2 .  We get i V'(A)]~>jAI - 1, and equality holds iff 
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G is a 2-regular tree. However  a 2-regular tree has 2a(G) -  1 vertices which is 
ruled out. So ]V(A)I>~[AI . D 
In Section 4 we also use the following lemma: 
F . . . . .  i.e. G is strongly a(G)-crit ical with IV (G) I -  3.3. Lemma. Suppose G c 
2cdG)  = 6, and let X be a subset of G containing more than 4 • 2 I''~', vertices. Then 
X has a proper subset X '  such that all the independent cx(G)-sets of G-X '  are 
contained in G-X .  
We deduce this lemma from the finite charac+erizaticn result of [4] (see 
Introduction, 1.2 Cvi)): Let X be a subset of G such tha: for all proper  subsets X'  
of X there is an independent  set Ix,, of G - X '  consisting of a (G)  vertices, which is 
not contained in G-X.  Let P=x,y~. . .  y2,x i be any path ment ioned in the 
theorem of Lovfisz. We prove IX O P[ ~4.  Once we have proved this, we are done, 
since there cannot be more than ( " )<2 ~:  such paths, so IX l<4 " 2 '"~:. 
Because of the symmetry we o:fly have to prove 
IXN{x, ,  Y> Y4 . . . . . .  Y2,}1":2. 
We put x, = y., and indirectly suppose Y2i, Y2,,,, Y_,,, ~ X and j < tn < n. We choose 
X '= X-Y2,,,- Tilen we have an independent  set Ix, of G -X '  which has c~(G) 
vertices and which is not contained in G-  X. Then Yz,,, ~ Ix, and Yzi, Yz,,6 Ix'. Let 
O be the subpath of P connect ing y:~. j and Y2. t. Ix. is clearly also a maximum 
independent set of G - .','2~- Y2,,, so it is the sum of a maximum independent  set of 
G-{y_> Y2t+t . . . . .  Y2,, ,, Y_.,,} and a maximum independent  set of O. However  
the latter one is unique: it is {Yz,-~: J "-~" t'-; n - I} and this set does not contain Y2 .... 
which is a contradiction. []  
We close this section by a simple remark: 
3.4. Let C be a 2k + l-ctrcuit. Then c~{C) = k. Suppose X is a subset such that ~)>r 
to~y vertex x of X there exists an indeptndent k-set containing x but no other vertex 
oJ X. Fhe~r ]X [~3 and if IX [=3 the. also c~(C-  X )= k -1 .  
4. Upper ~,ounds for minimal valencies 
First we mention some simple lacts on :l~o,,,,: 
4.1. (i) ~ , , . , ,=0  for t i<(I,  
(ii) a'~'..n = I]',,,,~ = {t(2}. 
(iii) J~. ..... = I';,,,,,,UIG: G is a 2-regular tree}. 
Proof. i ' ; . , .=0  for 6<0 and l'~',.m : (K2},  by the theorem of Erd6s-Gal la i  (see 
2.4',. 
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On the other hand for the graphs in Zl~o,.- F~o,., we have/3(G)  = a(G)-- 2. For 
this case we know by 2.2 (iii) that for any maximum mdepend~mt set A we have 
/ V(G)[ = IAI + I V(A)I I> 2 Iml -  1 = ~,~(G) -  1 = 2(/3(c~, ÷ !~ + ; 
and equality holds iff G is a 2-regular tree. S~ we get 
,5 ~/5 __ zl . . . .  - /  ..... -O  fer ,5<1, 
A~o,,-F~on, ={G:  G is, a 2-regular tree}. 
This proves 4.1. 
Next we prove the following generalization of a result of [1] mentior~ed iin 1.2 
(iv): 
4.2. Theorem. Let G ~ J~o.~. qFhen either G = [~4 or the minimal va'lency in G is 
not greater &an 2. 
Let G ~ J~,, .... xy be any edge of G. Put El(G) =/3 and define Go to be G - xy i[ 
G is tinecritical, and G= G,~ otherwi:,e. It can be seen easily that if G is 
connected linecritical, then G-xy  is also connected unless G = K2. So G,~ is 
connected. 
Clearly/3(Go)/>/3 and argo)=/3 + 2. So we may use 2.2 (ii i)to get IV(A )1 ~ I Ai 
for all independent sets A, because Go cannot be a 2-reguia~ tree. (A 2-regular 
tree has an odd number of vertices, and IV(G,,)I is even.) 
Next let Ao be a minimal non-empty independent set of Go such that I VIA,,)] = 
IA,L Such a set exists since a maximum independent set in Go has /3 + 2 vertices 
so it has /3 + 2 neighbours. 
Put V(A0) = B~ and Co = G~- -Ao-Bo  and let 1,4,o] = a. The subgraph of Go 
spanned by Co will be denoted by HI, and the subgraph spanned by ~he 
AoB,redges of G~ will be denoted by Ho. 
Clearly 
,~ (n , )  = ,~ (6 , , ) - Im, , I  ~/3(C; , , )  ÷ 2 -a .  
This together with /3(Ho)~/3(Go)-a(HO gives /3(H~)~>a-2. Furtheron wc 
know, that every non-empty proper subset A of Ao has at least ]A i + 1 neighbours 
in H0. Now we use the following lemma to establish our proof: 
4.3. Lemma. Let Ho be a bipartite graph with the 2 classes Ao, P,, hawing the 
same cardinality. Suppose that every non-empty proper subset A of A~ has ~t:t ieast 
Iml + 1 neighbours and fina!ly suppose that fd(Ho)>I Aot-2. Then 
[E(H,,)[ ~< 3 lAd -  ?, 
or else Ho is a K2 or a circuit with 4 vertices. 
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We remark that although better results can be also proved here we do not need 
t i les.  
First we deduce 4.2 from this lemma. We want to find a vertex with degree 2 in 
G. From the definition of H,, it follows, that the vertices of A .  has the same 
valency in Hu and Gu. Also from the definition of Go it follows that all bm 2 
vertices--namely x and y- -have the same valency in Gu as in G. The valency of x 
and y may iacrease ny 1 in G. 
So we arc done if we find one vertex of At, with valency l in Hu or at least 3 
verticc of Ao with valency 2 in He. But thi.+~ is the case if flu is a K+, or if a ;, 3. 
According ~o this the only remaining case is when flu is a circuit on 4 vertices. 
Then A,, consisi.., of 2 vertices with degree 2 in Ho. If one of them differs from x 
and y. we arc done. Also we are done if G = G.. So the only case, when we 
cannot lind a vertex of valency 2 in G. is the case when A,,= {x, y}. the edge xy 
lies in G. B,, consists of 2 vertices, say u and v furthcron V(x)= {y, u. v} anti 
V(y) = {x. u. v}. 
But xy was an arbitrary edge of G. So we proved, that either G has a vertex 
with valency 2 or every vertex x has the valency 3 and if y is any ncighbour of x. 
it is connected to the 2 other nt ighbours of x. As one can scc immediately, the 
only com~cctcd graph with this property is K4. This tinishes the proof of 4.2. 
4.4. So we only have to prove 4.3. Let H,, be as in the lemma. Then every 
non+empty proper subset A of A .  has at lea~t !A!++ 1 neighbours, and /3(/-f.)> 
IA,,i--2 can be w:itten in the forrn ~(H, , )~, IH . ) -2 .  The lirst condition means 
by Proposition 3.4 of [5], that H,, is an elementary bipartite graph and then 3.10 
of 15] gives that H~, can be constructed from another elementary bipartite graph 
I+t~ -. A' U 13' by adding an odd path P to it. The 2 cndpoints of this path must lie 
m the 2 diflerent classe'; IV and B' but no other vertex of this path may lie m H~. 
It may howe,,er occur that P has no more vertices. Now the condition fJ(H.) 
altt , , I -  2 implies, as one sees immediately, that p,(H~)~o+(H+I-2 must also hold. 
I.et the path bc P= +lv~'' '  y2,b+ u ~ A', bc  13'. First we show. that in our case 
l 1) c,tnnot occnr: if namely t:= 0. then H)=/ - / ( , -ab .  However ti lth either A+ 
must have :t proper subset A c A' which has IAI neighbours in H~ or 13(H,,)< 
<,ttt,,) + 2 must hokt and both possibilities are ruled out. 
So t e 1. Next we use induction on the number of vertices to get, th+t either 
iI-tl-t+)l :+ 3 ]A' I -  3 or H+ is a K: or a circuit wRh 4 vertices. On the other hand we 
have 
Ifi( H,,)I = JE( bl t II + 2,-'- I ~ IU+iHt)I + 3t ~ IE(H, )1 + 3 Ia,,I- 3 IA'I. 
If now I+:+(H,)I~3 IA ' I -3 ,  then we get IE(H,,)I~ 3 tA.I-3+ as wc wanted. If I l l  is 
a K:+ then H<, is a circuit or+ 20 ~ 1)= 2 IAu +, vertices+ and has 2 [A,,I edges. "lhus 
either Ht, is a circuit with length 4 or again ]E(Hu)I ~3 IA,, I -3. 
Finalb: if H+ were a circuit with length 4, and +~ 1, then 13(Ho) ~>lAul- 2 could 
not hold. +l his finishes the proof in all cases. 
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4.5. ,~,~ we know (see [l]), all graphs in 1"~ ...... have exactly 4 vertices with valency 
3 and all other vertices have valency 2. Now we show by an example, that in J~  ..... 
the situation alters. The following graph has 4 ~ertices with valency 1, and all 
other vertices have degree at least 3, moreover all but m + 4 have degree m + 1, 
where m is an arbitrary large integer: Let G(t, m) be a bipartite graph defined as 
follows: its vertex set consists of the tmion of the sets A(,, A~ . . . . . .  4. 
B,,, B~ . . . . .  B,. These sets are pairwise disjoint. The sets A., B0~ A,, L¢, h~wc 2 
vertices, all other sets have m vertices. All the vertices of A, arc joined to all the 
vertices of B~, j, and there is a matching between A~ and B~ in £1(t~ m). It can hc 
easily checked that G(t, m)~_ Zl~,,.,,. If G c A~,,.~ we can also give the exact tmpcr 
bound for the minimal valency: 
4.6. Theorem. Let G ~ 33,.,,,; then either G = K. or the minimal valency in G is at 
most 3. 
For G ~ l'~ ....... the theorem follow,'; from the general result of [(~] quoted in 1.2. 
So lel G~A~,,., ,-  1",~,,,.,. Then ~(G)=/3(G)+2 and !V(G)I = 2 . (G)+ 1. Accord- 
ing to lemma 3.2, G has strongly o~(G)-critical spanning subgraph I7;'. By 4. I 61 
G' consists of linecritical graphs from F'~,,.. and 1"~,,,,.. So by 4. ~ (ii) the vertex set 
of G'  can be partitioned into 2 sets F and H so that F spans a l-factor in G'  and 
the graph spanned by H is in I'~o,,.. Now the graphs of I'~ ...... arc flae odd circuits 
(sec e.g. [1]), so H spans an odd circuit in G'. tf it spans a diagonal xy hi G. then 
one of the 2 arcs of H -  x -  y is odd, lhe other is even. Then the vertices of the 
odd arc can bc added to F and the remaining: vertices of H will also span an odd 
circuit in G'. So we may assume that H spans no diagonal, in G. This implies, that 
t:~ ~, or clsc G is an odd circuit without diagonals. But an odd ch'cuit do¢,~ not 
belong to J~,,,,,,, So F~ ~. Let 17;., G~ be the graphs spanned by F and t-I :esp. 
Let I bc a maximum independent set of G. Clcar!y 
Itl = -(17;)= ,~l c ; , , )+ .((~,~ = ~ IFI + ~flHI- 1). 
'I'hus J has exactly ~ li:l vertices in F, and ~(!H I -  I) vertices in H, As I (q t' has I: iF! 
vertices, it has ~ IFI ncighbours in E Now let A bca  minimal subset of I rl I, that 
has exactly IAI neighbours in /~ A is non-empty. Then every proper subset o[ /~ 
has morc neighbours in F than elements. If ab is any edge connccting A and IL 
then G-  ab must have an independent I,,~, set with o¢(G) verticc:q, containim' a 
and b. It is clear that thc set 1.~, contains the vertcx a, ~ tl::l vcr:ticcs of f, and 
~(IHi-1) vertices of H. Therefore l,,t, must contain the set A. Thus it clearly 
contains no other neighbour of A but b. So we sec, tht}.t he set hl of n~.ighbours 
of A in H has the following 2 properties: 
(a) o~(Gi -B)=l l r3H l=c~(Gl ) ,  
(b) to any be  B there is an independent ~(G~)-set of G~ containing b I')uT rio 
other vertex or B. 
(The set mentioned in (b) is l.b rq H.) According to 3.4 this means that 1f3[~ 2. 
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We also se,,, that b is not connected to any other vertex of A. So we get, that 
the re are at most 2 edges connecting A and B. Now }et the set of neighbours of A 
in G,, be /3,,. IAI=IB0[, and every proper subset A' of A h~s at least IA'[+I 
neighbour:, in Bo. It is also easy to verify that /3(A  U B,,) ~>/3(G)- a(G - A - B) = 
LAI- 2. So we may use 4.3: ~ccording to this either A has 2 vertices a and b with 
vale~cy at most 2 oJ a vertcix a with valency 1 when tl~ese valencies are 
con,idcrcd in the graph spalmed by A U B., or---which is the sa~ne for the vertices 
in A - - in  the graph G.. Now by the fact that there are at most 2 edges connecting 
A to the vertices of Gj, we get a vertex with valency at most 3 in G. 
Finally wc prove a general result: 
4."/. Theorem. Let G E A~,,,~. 7"he, n G ilas a vertex with vale~wy smaller tha~z 2 I'z~', 
(This upper bound seems to be far from being exact as well as the one of 3.3.) 
PreoL Fics~: suppose G E F~,,,.. It1 this case the theorem of Hajnal [3] says that all 
valencies a~e at most ,5 + 1. Next suppose c~(G) =/3(G) + 2. Now Lemma 3.2 gives 
spanning strongly ee(G)-critic,d subgraph G'  of G. G'  is in l'~,.z, and all its 
components lie in some classes F~'.,,. for some ~/>0. Let F(, be the sum of the 
conlpo i le l l tS  lying in I'~,,.,~. F .  spans a l-factor in G'  (see 4,1). Let the other 
components be H~ . . . . .  H~, H, E t'~ ..... (,5~/> 1), and let the subgraph spanned by 
/4, in G be G,. If G.  is not empty then it has a vertex a with valency 2 by 4.2, 
~ince clearly o~(G.)= ~ IF,,I and f3(G.)>~ ½ IF(,]- 2. thus G .c  A ~,~,,,. We fix a vertex .. 
as follows: x = a if G,, is not empty, otherwise x is any vertea of H~. We prove 
that x has at most 4 .2  "~,' neighbottrs in G, for i/> 1, Let /~, be the set of it,; 
ncighbours in G~, but if x ~ G~, then let X~ be its neighbot, rs in G~-G ' .  If y is 
any vertex of X,, then there exists an a(G)-sct  I in G which spans xy and no 
other .,.'dge in G. This implies, that 
(a) I is independent in G'. 
(b) 1 has a(O,) vertices in H,, 
(c) 1 contains y but no other vertex of X,. 
~ir.c,, y w:~,~ an arbitrary vertex .gf X,, so ,Lcmma 3.3 yields 
[X , [~4 '  2 '"~,'. 
Thus we Wovcd that x has at m(,st 
k 
2~~4'21"""<4~'2  ~''~ 2"<2t"~: 
i I 
neighbours in G-G ' .  On th(; other hand it has at m(~.Sl ,5~+1-"-(5+ 1~2 ~' 
ncighbours in G'  by 1.2 (it). So it has at most 2 ~7'~' ncigb, h~ars in G. [ ]  
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